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1 Project Overview

The intricate interactions between data sampling, model selection and the inherent
randomness in complex systems strongly emphasize the need for a rigorous charac-
terization of ML algorithms. In conventional statistics, uncertainty quantification
(UQ) provides this characterization by measuring how accurately a model reflects
the physical reality and by studying the impact of different error sources on the pre-
diction. Consequently, there is a strong need to utilize prediction uncertainties in
deep models to shed light onto when and how much to trust the predictions. These
uncertainty estimates can also be used for enabling safe ML practice, e.g., identi-
fying out-of-distribution samples, detecting anomalies/outliers, delegating high-risk
predictions to experts, defending against adversarial attacks etc.

Broadly, a rigorous statistical characterization of ML systems will enable us to:

• build reliable models – consistency between predictions and our understanding
of the world.

• incorporate real-world priors.

• avoid machines from being overly confident even when making mistakes.

• identify regimes of strengths and weaknesses.

• design human-in-the-loop systems.

In this project, we have made crucial advances to the fundamental problem of reliably
and scalably estimating uncertainties in deep neural networks [1, 2]. In addition
to designing state-of-the-art UQ estimation methods, we also made an important
finding that the notion of prediction calibration can be used to design new loss
functions for optimizing deep neural networks and obtained significantly improved
models in scientific problems [3, 4, 5, 6]. Finally, we explored novel applications of
uncertainties in inverse modeling [7], active learning [8], transferring models under
distribution shifts [9] and achieving robustness to adversarial attacks [10]. Results
from this project were recently covered as a feature article [11] and discussed in a
DataSkeptic podcast [12].

2 Designing Deep Uncertainty Estimators

A natural strategy to produce calibrated predictors is to directly optimize for predic-
tion intervals that satisfy the calibration objective. For example, in the heteroscedas-
tic regression approach, the variance estimates are obtained using the Gaussian likeli-
hood objective, under a heteroscedastic prior assumption. However, by not explicitly
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constructing the intervals based on epistemic (model variability) or aleatoric (inher-
ent stochasticity) uncertainties, it is not straightforward to interpret the variances
from a heteroscedastic model, even when they are well calibrated. On the other
hand, approaches designed to capture specific sources of uncertainties, e.g. Monte
Carlo dropout for epistemic or conditional quantile based aleatoric uncertainties, are
found to be poorly calibrated in practice. Hence, a typical workaround is to em-
ploy a separate recalibration step that adjusts the estimates from a trained model
to achieve calibration. However, it has been found that even uninformative (ran-
dom) interval estimates can be effectively recalibrated, thus rendering the estimates
meaningless for subsequent analysis.

2.1 Obtaining Calibrated Uncertainties

Figure 1: (a) Regression: While dropout-based methods are highly optimistic (very
sharp intervals), Bayesian neural nets are often pessimistic and both are poorly
calibrated. In comparison, our approach is well calibrated. (b) Time-series fore-
casting: Prediction intervals are critical in forecasting and our uncertainty matching
technique produces meaningful intervals. (c) Object Localization: In vision tasks,
the intervals need to be semantically meaningful for easy interpretation.

In our recent paper [1], we conjectured that one can reliably build calibrated deep
models by posing calibration as an auxiliary task and utilizing a novel uncertainty
matching strategy. To this end, our approach employs two separate models – one for
predicting the target and the other for estimating the prediction intervals, and pose
a bi-level optimization formulation that allows the mean estimator to identify predic-
tion uncertainties that are the most informative for matching the intervals from the
interval estimator. Experiments with different use-cases and model architectures,
including regression with FCNs, time-series forecasting with LSTMs and object lo-
calization with CNNs, show that our approach consistently produces well calibrated
uncertainties (both epistemic/aleatoric) and improved generalization (Figure 1).
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2.2 Heteroscedastic Calibration

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2: (a) Heteroscedastic calibration is a generic technique that can be
applied to any existing uncertainty estimation to produce calibrated prediction in-
tervals; (b) In the case of MC dropout, the resulting estimators are fairly well cali-
brated under a wide-range of dropout rates; (c) With both epistemic and aleatoric
uncertainty estimation, our approach ourperforms existing methods.

Though a large class of methods exists for measuring deep uncertainties, in practice,
the resulting estimates are found to be poorly calibrated, thus making it challeng-
ing to translate them into actionable insights. In [2] we proposed to repurpose
the heteroscedastic regression objective as a surrogate for calibration, and enable
any existing uncertainty estimator to produce inherently calibrated intervals. In
other words, with this single-shot calibration approach, the uncertainty estimates
are used in lieu of the heteroscedastic variances to compute the Gaussian likeli-
hood. By performing calibration automatically in the training process based on an
explicit uncertainty estimator, our approach does not suffer the limitations of re-
calibration methods and can be associated to specific error sources unlike classical
heteroscedastic networks. Surprisingly, as showed in Figure 2, our approach is able
to achieve significantly improved calibration with both an epistemic (MC dropout)
and an aleatoric (quantile-based) uncertainty estimator, though they are known to
be produce miscalibrated intervals.

2.3 Application: History Matching with Black-box Simula-
tors

In a wide-range of applications in science and engineering, one often faces the need
to learn complex mappings between independent parameters and dependent/mea-
sured quantities, i.e. the forward and inverse mappings. Building reliable inverse
maps characterizing the conditional posteriors is challenging since in practice the
mapping is seldom bijective, and it is challenging to incorporate scientific priors into
the learning process. In [7], we showed that enforcing self-consistency between for-
ward and inverse models is an effective regularizer for learning predictive models in
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Figure 3: Proposed training strategies for building deep inverse models in history
matching. In both approaches, we incorporate epistemic uncertainty estimation and
optimize using a heteroscedastic calibration strategy.

scientific applications. In particular, we developed two different strategies to enforce
self-consistency, namely cylical and coupled training methods (Figure 3). While im-
plementing both approaches, we incorporated epistemic uncertainty estimation and
optimized the model parameters using the heteroscedastic calibration strategy from
the previous section.

3 Calibration-Driven Learning

Building functional relationships between a collection of observed input variables
x = {x1, · · · , xd} and a response variable y is a central problem in scientific appli-
cations – examples range from estimating the future state of a molecular dynamics
simulation to searching for exotic particles in high-energy physics and detecting the
likelihood of disease progression in a patient. Emulating complex scientific processes
using computationally efficient predictive models can achieve significant speed-ups
over traditional numerical simulators or conducting actual experiments, and more
importantly provides surrogates for improving the subsequent analysis steps such as
inverse modeling, experiment design, etc. Commonly referred to as supervised learn-
ing in the machine learning literature, the goal here is to infer the function f : x 7→ y
using a training sample {(xi,yi)}ni=1, such that the expected discrepancy between
y and f(x), typically measured using a loss function L(y, f(x)), is minimized over
the joint distribution p(x,y). Despite the importance of L in determining the fi-
delity of f , in practice, simple metrics, such as the `2-metric, ||y− f(x)||2, are used,
mostly for convenience but also due to lack of priors on the distribution of residuals.
However, this disregards the inherent characteristics of the training data and more
importantly the fact that choosing a metric implicitly defines a prior for n. Yet
appropriately accounting for noise is crucial to robustly estimate f and to create
high-fidelity predictions for unseen data. However, this assumption can be easily
violated in real-world data. For example, the `2 metric is known to be susceptible
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Figure 4: Comparing LbC with `2 using a synthetic example with a non-linear
function. While `2 is found to be highly effective when there is no noise in the data
and the underlying noise process in Gaussian, LbC is consistently superior when
there are outliers or asymmetric noise components in the data.

to outliers.

3.1 Learn by Calibrating

As part of this project [3, 5], we have developed Learn-by-Calibrating (LbC), a non-
parametric approach based on interval calibration for building emulators in scientific
applications, that are effective even with heterogeneous data and are robust to out-
liers. Though calibration has been conventionally used for evaluating and correcting
uncertainty estimators, this paper advocates for utilizing calibration as a training
objective in regression models. More specifically, LbC uses two separate modules,
implemented as neural networks, to produce point estimates and intervals respec-
tively for the response variable, and poses a bi-level optimization problem to solve
for the parameters of both the networks. This eliminates the need to construct pri-
ors on the expected residual structure and makes it applicable to both homogeneous
and heterogeneous data. Figure 4 provides an illustration of a simple 1−D regression
experiment using a single layer neural network with 100 neurons and ReLU (recti-
fied linear units) non-linear activation. We find that LbC is consistently superior
to the widely adopted `2 loss function, under both symmetric and asymmetric noise
models, as well as in the presence of outliers.
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3.2 Application: Emulators for Scientific Processes

Figure 5: Qualitative Evaluation of LbC Predictions. Predictions obtained
using LbC on different use-cases: a ICF JAG - We show the distribution of values for
each of the target variables and the corresponding predictions; b Airfoil self-noise; c
Electric grid; d Reservoir model - reconstructions from the decoder; e-f FNADS and
image predictions from the decoder for ICF Hydra. Across benchmarks of varying
dimensionality and complexity, LbC produces high-fidelity emulators that can be
reliably used in scientific workflows.

We evaluated the proposed approach using a large suite of use-cases, which require
the design of accurate emulators for the underlying scientific processes (see Figure 5.
These benchmarks represent a broad range of real-world scenarios including different
sample sizes, varying input dimensionality and the need to handle response variable
types ranging from single/multiple scalar quantities and multi-variate time-series
measurements to multi-modal outputs. Our empirical studies clearly demonstrate
the effectiveness of calibration-based training in inferring high-fidelity functional
approximations to complex scientific processes. We find that LbC is a simple, yet
powerful, approach to design emulators that are robust, reflect the inherent data
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characteristics, generalize well to unseen samples and reliably replace accurate (ex-
pensive) simulators in scientific workflows.

3.3 Application: Clinical Predictive Models

Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as deep learning have achieved unprece-
dented success with critical decision-making, from diagnosing diseases to prescribing
treatments, in healthcare. However, to prioritize patient safety, one must ensure such
methods are accurate and reliable. For example, a neural network model can produce
highly concentrated softmax probabilities – suggesting a reliable class assignment –
even for out-of-distribution test samples, which indicates that the confidences are not
well-calibrated. This strongly emphasizes the need to both reliably assess model’s
confidences, and enable rigorous introspection of model behavior.

Figure 6: Proposed approach for model introspection via prediction calibration - Il-
lustration of the optimization strategy for generating counterfactual evidences (left);
Description of components in the visual layout used for showing our results.

We generalized the LbC method [4, 6], originally designed for regression problems, to
classification tasks and successfully used it to build highly reliable models. In this
process, we also introduced reliability plots, which quantify the trade-off between
model autonomy and improved generalization by including experts in the loop during
inference, as a holistic evaluation mechanism of model reliability. By deferring the
“most uncertain” samples to the expert, we obtained a more realistic evaluation of
clinical models. Furthermore, we developed a novel interpretability technique that
enables us to rigorously explore model behavior (local) via counterfactual evidences
generated in a disentangled latent space through prediction calibration (see Figure
6). This technique has been recent utilized in the study of CXR images from COVID-
19 patients and interesting insights were obtained [11].
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4 Active Learning using Calibrated Predictions

The superior performance of data-driven methods, including deep learning, comes at
the price of requiring large amounts of labeled data. This can be a critical bottleneck
in applications involving time-consuming data acquisition or high labeling costs.
Furthermore, fully supervised methods assume access to samples representing the
entire data distribution beforehand, thus making it challenging to handle changes
in data distribution over time or adapt the learned model when diverse samples are
incrementally included into the training process. This has motivated the use of active
learning techniques that involve humans in the training loop to build predictive
models that are more data-efficient.

Figure 7: Ask-n-Learn utilizes reliable gradient representation obtained via cali-
brated classifier models and a data-augmentation strategy for reducing confirmation
bias. In this example with the CIFAR-10 dataset, our approach provides significant
performance gains at small sample regimes.

In this project, we developed a new active learning framework, Ask-n-Learn, which
addresses the inherent limitations with existing uncertainty-based AL methods (see
Figure 7). Our approach uses gradient embeddings for selecting samples, and uti-
lizes calibrated uncertainties to produce reliable gradient embeddings, and a data
augmentation strategy for avoiding confirmation bias during pseudo-labeling. Us-
ing benchmark image classification tasks in the vision community, we find that the
proposed approach significantly outperforms existing active learning approaches.
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5 Improving Model Transferability under Distri-

bution Shifts

Winning 
Ticket

Fog

Frost

Figure 8: Lottery Ticket transfer performance on target datasets (CIFAR-10-C) that
are characterized by distribution shifts when compared to the source data (standard
CIFAR-10). The shifts were created using natural image corruptions, and we used
ResNet-18 models for this experiment.

With an over-parameterized neural network, pruning or compressing its layers, while
not compromising performance, can significantly improve the computational effi-
ciency of the inference step. However, until recently, training such sparse networks
directly from scratch has been challenging, and most often they have been found
to be inferior to their dense counterparts. The recent work on lottery ticket hy-
pothesis (LTH), showed that one can find sparse sub-networks embedded in over-
parameterized networks, which when trained using the same initialization as the
original model can achieve similar or sometimes even better performance. Surpris-
ingly, even aggressively pruned networks (> 95% weights pruned) were showed to be
comparable to the original network, as long as they were initialized appropriately.
Such a well-performing sub-network is often referred as a winning lottery ticket or
simply a winning ticket.

We studied the impact of prediction calibration during model training on the inferred
tickets and their generalization (see Figure 8). It is well known that supervised
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models with uncalibrated confidences tend to be overconfident even while making
wrong predictions. This observation is highly relevant to LTH methods, where the
most popular strategy used for selecting winning tickets is to rank the network
weights based on their magnitudes. We hypothesize that, while neurons with the
largest magnitude are the most useful for sub-network selection, they also present
the highest risk for causing over-confidences in model predictions. Consequently,
including confidence calibration as an explicit training objective will temper the
influence of neurons that can eventually lead to miscalibration, as they continue to
be updated in the gradient descent process. For the first time [9], we showed that
pruned tickets obtained via confidence calibration, though retrained using the same
initialization as the standard LTH, leads to improved performance.

6 Leveraging Uncertainties to Handle Structural

Noise

Figure 9: Our approach trains a surrogate model through an uncertainty matching
strategy and provides immunity against a wide-range of corruptions.

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs), a generalization of neural networks to graph-
structured data, are often implemented using message passes between entities of
a graph. They are being adopted in a wide-range of science applications including
material design, drug discovery and the study of neurogloical conditions. While
GNNs are effective for node classification, link prediction and graph classification,
they are vulnerable to structural noise, i.e., a small perturbation to the structure can
lead to a non-trivial performance degradation. In a recent paper [10], we proposed
Uncertainty Matching GNN, that is aimed at improving the robustness of GNN
models, particularly against poisoning attacks to the graph structure, by leveraging
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epistemic uncertainties from the message passing framework. More specifically, we
designed a surrogate predictor that does not directly access the graph structure, but
systematically extracts reliable knowledge from a standard GNN through a novel
uncertainty-matching strategy. Interestingly, this uncoupling makes GNNs immune
to evasion attacks by design, and achieves significantly improved robustness against
poisoning attacks. Using empirical studies with standard benchmarks and a suite of
global and target attacks, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our method, when
compared to existing baselines including the state-of-the-art robust GCN.
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